
Testimonials:
Kaliana and Rama have facilitated their Sacred Union 
events in Australia, New Zealand, England, USA, 
Mexico, Canada, Paris, Geneva, Oslo, Tasmania. Here 
are a few testimonials from participants.

Australia:
“Having just taken part in Kaliana and Rama's Sacred Union workshop I 
would highly recommend their work to anyone.
Together they created such a safe, beautiful sacred space for everyone and 
guided us through a very profound transformational process that allowed for 
deep core healing to take place in such a quick and graceful way, it was truly 
amazing! On completing the workshop my heart felt so full of love and joy, 
and I now feel a new sense of deep union within me that I have not felt 
before, for which I am so very grateful.
Thankyou Kaliana and Rama for your amazing work and for all the gifts of 
healing you bring!”
Rai’shael - Energy Healer 
 
“Thank you Kaliana and Rama for demonstrating so powerfully how two 
people can work together in sacred union of the masculine and feminine 
within. You worked seamlessly together; Kaliana weaving her codes, stories 
and sacred songs of creation around each of us as we needed them 
throughout the workshop, and Rama offering the ki’s and deep sounds from 
the Divine Father. 
We were held by so much light that I could see in the room, as so many 
revelations unfolded and each of us transformed before each others’ eyes”. 
Kaliana and Rama have embodied the sacred union between the masculine 
and feminine on all levels of being and it is an inspiration to see this over the 
weekend. They are divine mother and divine father, divine elders who walk 
their talk all over the world. Sydney is blessed to have them share with us.”  - 
Ocha Sheehan, Teacher

“Beautiful, I experienced the magic and divine blessings of Kaliana and Rama
this weekend at their Sacred Union workshop, I highly recommend this 
profound work to all and many”. -  Katie Kempster 

“Thank you Kaliana, your Sacred Union workshop with Rama, assisted me to 
allow myself to give and receive love more deeply. I will always be grateful to 
you both.“ - Collette Hickey

OSLO
“Filled with joy after a Sacred Union workshop hosted by the most beautiful 
wise elder twin flame couple, Kaliana Rose and Rama who's been living 30 
years in Sacred Union, here we can say Walk The Talk! 

https://www.facebook.com/n/?kaliana.rose.1&aref=1465154370839175&medium=email&mid=5348c8c3a9fb5G5af3f866bb36G5348cd5d0a287G52G85f4&bcode=1.1465154368.Abl96TgnnbkfSvGL&n_m=kaliana@roseofraphael.com.au


It's been a weekend really diving deep into the core wound of separation 
between the feminine and the masculine to release old imprints and forgive, 
as we've been filled up with codes from the Magdalene and Jeshua linage of 
Sacred Union and harmony.
The New Earth Of Unity Is Now! 
 Upgraded and peaceful, can't stop singing and dancing, that's a good sign”. 
Gratitude. Johanna Nymphaea

“I so want to share my gratitude to you for our session and time together in 
Oslo Friday.
 Something happened to the Energy in Oslo during your time here. It pulsates
with freedom, space, aliveness and actually silence and peace as well. I’ve 
been out travelling, and coming back it fled towards me. I feel like a 
powerstation connecting to it”. -  Makia

Geneva

“Thank you again Kaliana and Rama for the life changing work you offer to 
this world. I love it. With all my love and gratitude,”  
Lila Catherine Bruschweller

Poland
“Beloved Kaliana and Rama, we are very happy with your visit with us. Your 
light remained in our hearts. Thanks for your presence and your enormous 
work for all of us.
 Love and Blessings” Jerzy&Danusia

“Dear Kaliana and Rama, We are thinking of you since you left and talking to 
write an email to say how much we are glad that you came to our centre. Its 2
weeks since you left but we still feel Scared Union energy. It was really 
amazing workshop, lovely to see you again and meet you”. Maciej And Roma

NEW YORK
‘We have just been blessed with the most wonderful visit and series of Sacred
Union events from the exquisite Kaliana and Rama’ ~ Kathryn Elaine, 
El’Qui’Eeshah

DNA Repatterning
“Dearest Kaliana, Such a blessing to know you and receive your gift of the 
DNA repatterning the other day. I am in awe of the potential of your codes for 
alleviating imprints in the endocrine system that prevent us from connecting to
our divinity”. Yjemani Hong Kong

Testimonials for Rama - Codes of the Sacred Masculine
 



“What an amazing experience.  I had no idea what to expect before entering 
this space but the result was a deep bond and union with good men led by 
Rama’s sacred healing and profound wisdom.
I feel nourished, nurtured and complete from this process” - Jay M
 
“Thank you for your leadership and amazing intuition. The group was very 
powerful and shifted a great deal of doubt into certainty for me” - Andreas K.
 
“Thanks for facilitating a really powerful workshop. I really enjoyed being able 
to share the meditations, movement and express the intimate burdens, loves 
and beliefs with the great brotherhood.
It was a transformative experience, expressing, identifying and re-acquainting
with my true masculine spirit within the safety and kinship of other men of 
intention, under the guidance of the noble elder Rama”- Jai S.


